THE ROME OF AUGUSTUS
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FINAL PAPER

Due May 8
Each student must turn in a hard copy of their paper.

Basics

- Length- at least 8 full pages and at most 10 pages double-spaced
- Font- Times New Roman 12 pt. font
- Standard one inch margin
- Cover page –see below
- Citations- use footnotes to cite your sources
- Brief Bibliography
- Please remember to staple your paper with cover page attached

Lateness
Late papers will be docked by $\frac{1}{3}$ grade for each day late.

Cover Page
A cover page is required. You may make your cover page as creative or as straightforward as you like, but it must contain the following elements:
- the title of the paper
- your name and the name of your TF.

Below are two examples of cover pages:

The Divine Augustus
The attribution of divine traits to Augustus

By John Harvard
TF: Sondra Steinbrenner

“How to become a Roman God”
The attribution of divine traits to Augustus

By John Harvard
TF: Sondra Steinbrenner